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(b) Volume =

(c) IJto - r(x))dx = 1"{+ - r(x))dx
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Question 2

Let Rbetheregionenclosedbythegraphof f(x) = { -2.3*3 +4 and

the horizontal line y = 4, &s shown in the figure above.

(a) Find the volume of the solid generated when Rris rotated about the
horizontalline y=-2,

(b) Region R is the base ofa solid. For this solid, each cross section
perpendicular to the x-axis is an isosceles right triangle with a leg
in R Find the volume of the solid.

(c) The vertical line x = k divides R into two regions with equal areas.
Write, but do not solve, an equation involving integral expressions
whose solution gives the value k

(a) f(x) =4 + x=0,2.3

volume = d, f+ + z)z _ ( r(*) + z)2 Eox

= 98.868 (or 98.867)

g2 : integrand

E t 
' 
firoitt

! 1 : answer

,,{?[i'*t-- r(x))2 dx

3.574 (or 3.573>

integrand

answer

area ofone region

equation
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Question 2

Let R be the region in the first quadrant bounded by
the x-axis and the graphs of y = ln.r and y = 5 - x,
as shown in the figure above.

(a) Find the area of R.

(b) 'Region R is the base of a solid. For the solid,
each cross section perpendicular to the x-axis is
a square. Write, but do not evaluate, an
expression involving one or more integrals that
gives the volume of the solid.

(c) The horizontal line y = & divides R into two regions of equal area. Write, but do not solve, an equation
involving one or more integrals whose solution gives the value of fr.

lnx=5-x = x=3.69344

Therefore,thegraphsofy = lnx and ! = 5- x intersectin

the first quadrant at the point (A, B) = (3.69344,1.30656).

' cB,(a) Area = Ir"(t- y - ev) dy

= 2.986 (or 2.985)

OR

rA e5
Area = J, lnx ax + lu6 - x) dx

= 2,986 (or 2.985)

(b) Volume = |

(c) IJtr - y - ",) dy = +.z.el6 (* + 2.e8s)

(rn x)2 a. * !)ts - *)2 d*
{?

integrand

limits

answer

integrands

expression for total volume

integrand

limits

equation{i
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Question 5

Let f (x) = 2y? - 6x+ 4 and g(x) = +"or(] o*). t.t R be the region

bounded by the graphs of f and g, as shown in the figure above.

J
(a)

(b)

'Find the area of R

Write, but do not evaluate, an integral expression that gives the
volume of the solid generated when R is rotated about the
horizontalline y=4.

(c) The region R is the base ofa solid. For this solid, each cross section perpendicular to the x-axis is a square.
Write, but do not evaluate, an integral expression that gives the volume of the solid.

(a) Area = ft*t,.l- f(x)l dx

= p, 3*'(+.)- Pi -ox + +)[ax

= 3 *'*(f .)- ffi* :*'* +"ffi

=*-(f -,r*s) = +-+

(b) volume = ,fr[+ - f (x))2 - (4 - g(x))2 lox

= ,fi'[+ - (2. - 6x + o))' -(o - o*,(;,))';0,.

(c) volume = ftsf*l - f(x)12 dx

= p, $*'(f.)- (r* -o**+)t' a*

E;
Ft

integrand

antiderivative

answer

integrand

limits and constant

integrand

limits and constanl

,,{1

,'{l
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